Reissue (T875)

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No: 669

11 May 1944

[6 groups unrecoverable]

ciphers intended for POL'[i] (GARD's[ii] man), ShTABIST[iii] and ZhIZEL'[iv]. Is it necessary to keep them any longer [?]
If not what do you recommend?

No. 368
11 May

MAJ[v]

Comments:

[i] POL': i.e. PAUL, unidentified cover-name.
[ii] GARD: i.e. GUARD, unidentified cover-name.
[iii] ShTABIST: i.e. STAFF-MAN, unidentified cover-name.
[iv] ZhIZEL': i.e. GISELLE, unidentified cover-name.
[v] MAJ: i.e. MAY, Stepan Zakharovich APRESYaN.